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electrometer for light flux measurements, c/ a PTW
Abshact: The signal and noise transfer characteristics SimpleK dosimeter for exposure measurements, ånd d,/
O,IIF, DQE) of YuOzS scintillator activated with eith€r an Oriel 7240 gratlrrg monochromator for emission
t€rbim (Ib3+) or europium @u3+) were studied. Optical light qpectrum measurements.

ab- MTF was found by [3,5-7]
wer€ exp€rimentally determined by x-ray hmrinescence, MTF(v)=H(vyH(0)
(1)
reflectivity, and spectrum m€åsur€rnents. A computer
program was developed to calculat€ MfT and DQE, us- where H(v) is a function ofthe phosphor's optical paparåmeters expressing the light creetion, scattering,
sorption, and reflection properties of the two materials

ing the values of the optical paråmeters in appropriate rameters:
formulas. YzOrS:Tb was found to haye better resolntion
properties (IWIT) than YrOzS:Eu, while the latter exhib- H(v) =
ited better SNR transfer characteristics @QE).

INTRODUCTION
Scintillåtors coupled to

(-o1nr,

q(o,v), t(o), po, pr,

p)

(2,

where

(1)
photosensitive detectors

m(nt

is the mean number of optical photons cre-

ated per K-ray interacting in the screen, determined by
the following relation

(photocathodes, photodiodes, CCD arrays, films) have
been used as image receptors in conventional and digi(3)
m(n) = n" E {E i EpO}FO
tal radiology, computed tomography, and nuclear
medicine. Scintillators doped with trivalent europium where n" is the intrinsic x-ray to light conversion effi(Eu3+) or terbium (Tb3*) ion produce red or green sharp ciency, determined by luminescence measurements [l-4];
line emission spectrå respectively when excited by x-rays E is the energy ofthe x-ray photon; Ep(i) is the energy
or gamma rays. YzO:S phosphor, when doped with of the optical photons at each spectral line (i), deterEu3+ or Tb3+, produces spectra well matched to the mined from the measured light emission spectrum of
spectrål sensitivity of various photosensitive detectors. YzOzS:Tb or Y2OzS:Eu; and F(i) is the relative intensity
YuOuS:Tb has been employed in radiographic imaging at each spoctral line (i).
[,2] but, to our knowledge, the image transfer charac- (2) q(o,v) is relåted to optical parameter o and spatial
teristics of YzOzS:Eu have not been studied.
frequency v by:
In this work, a comparåtive evaluation ofthe signal
and noiso transfer characteristics, the modulation transq(c,v) = [oz + 4n2(vld)zlvz (4)
fer function (MTF) and detective quantum efliciency
(DQE), of YzOzS:Tb and YzOzS:Eu scintillators was where o is the reciprocal light diffusion longth deterperformed.
rnined by luminescence measurements [-4]; d is the
density of the phosphor material.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
(3) c(o) is the inverse relaxation length of light photons
determined by relation :

MTF and DQE were found by employng al values

of phosphor material optical parameters determined
experimentally, and b/ a computer program modeling
the signal and noise propagation in scintillator materials.

Phosphors were employed in the form of screens
prepared in laboratory by sedimentation on fused silica
substrates [-3]. Optical parameters were determined by
luminescence, reflectivity, and spectrum measurements
[-4]. The experimental set up comprised ll an x-ray

unit with tube voltages ranging from 50 kVp to 200
kVp for screen excitation to luminescence, bl an EMI
9558 QB photomultiplier tube with an extended S-20
photocathode coupled to a Cary 401 vibrating reed

r(o)=67111-Ry(l +R)l

(s)

of a thick phosphor layer
with negligible light transmission through it. R was determined experimentally by reflectivity measurements
following the method described by Ludwig[4].
where R is the reflectivity

(4) po, pr are given by
pi = (l

-rxl

*n), i=0, l.

(6)

rl are the reflectivities at the front screen surface (x-ray incidence side) and the screen-substrate interface respectively; pl was experimentally determined
where r0,
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by reflectivity measurements, and p0 was considered to
be equal to l, because light reflection (ro) at the front
screen surface is negligible.
(5) p is the x-ray mass attenuation coefficient of YzOzS,
which was calculated from data [8] for yttrium, oxygen,
and sulfur.
DQE, expressing the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
transfer from the input to the output of an image receptor, was found [5-7] as a function of the same optical

parameters, i.e.

DQE(v)= g(mo(n.),q(o',v),c(o),po,pr, p)

Q)

RESULTS

I shows the MTF variation with spatial frequency of an YzOzS:Tb screen of 72 mglcm2 coating
thickness against the MTF of an YzOzS:Eu screen of
same coating thickness, both excited to luminescence by
70 kVp x-rays. It is observed that the MTF of the terbium activated scintillator was better than the MTF of
the europium activated phosphor. On the contrary, as
shown in Figure 2, the DQE of YzOzS:Tb was lower
than that of YzOzS:Eu at the low frequency region.
Figure

mainly due to deviations in o and to a lesser extent in
oci o'S were 27 cm2lg and l5 cm2lg and n.'s were 0.18
and 0.1 I for YzOuS:Tb and YzOzS:Eu respectively.
Europium (Eul*; activator induces the ernission of red
light, which is of lower frequency than the green light
emitted by terbium (Tbr+; activated scintillators. However, lower frequency light photons suffer lower scatter-

ing and attenuation and, thus, the value of o of
YzOzS:Eu is smaller than that of YzOzS:Tb. MTF is
mainly influenced by the light attenuation properties of
the scintillator (o), while DQE is inversely affected by
noise, u,hich in turn is proportional to the value of o.
Therefore, YzOzS:Tb scintillator gives better MTF but
worse DQE than YzOzS:Eu. The advantage of the
method followed here is that MTF and DQE were
found independently of a photodetector (fihn) that
would have been required otherwise.

CONCLUSIONS
The type of activator employed in a phosphor lnaterial modifies the ernitted light spectrum affecting the
signal and noise properties and thus the irnaging performance of a scintillator.
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Figure 2: DQE of YzOzS:Tb and YzOzS:Eu T2mglcmz
screens at 70 kVp.

DISCUSSION
tics

Differences in signal and noise transfer characteris(MTF and DQE) between the two scintillators were
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